Prepare
TruSet Tillage
• Depth and rolling basket down pressure
• Gang angle
• Hydraulic active stabilizer wheels
• Hydraulic wing control
• Hydraulic fore/aft control
**Apply**

**Manure Constituent Sensing**
- Documentation
- Prescription Applications

**Control Modes:**
- Manual Speed Control
- Automated Speed Control
- Automated Speed Control & Flow Adjust
- Flow Control Only

---

**Plant**

- Actual population
- Target population
- Singulation
- Seed-spacing coefficient of variation (CV)
- Applied downforce
- Gauge wheel margin
- Ride quality
- Ground speed
- Variety
Protect

See & Spray Technology
Blue River Technology
Using computer vision and artificial intelligence, Blue River smart machines can detect, identify, and make management decisions about every single plant in the field.

Harvest

Combine Advisor Package
ICA2
Auto Maintain
Active Yield
My Operations - Remote View and Adjust
Manage
John Deere Operations Center
WDT / Data Sync / Mobile Data Transfer
Remote Display Access
Expert Alerts